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The discovery of the leading position occupied by women in primitive matriarchal society
challenged this capitalist myth. Savage women bore children and yet they were free, independent,
and right in the center of social and cultural life. This hit a very sensitive spot, for it involved not
only the "woman question" but also the "sacred family". The contrast was aggravated by the fact
that, along with all the other equalities and freedoms, there were also the free sexual relations for
women as for men, in sharp distinction to the rigid sexual restrictions imposed upon women in
our male-dominated society.
Another feature of early society that the diehards have found hard to accept was the fact that
primitive people did not know or care about the individual parentage of any child. Children were
not possessed like other articles of private property nor were they alienated from one another
according to the family's wealth, class, or race. All adults in a clan community regarded
themselves as the social parents of all the children, providing for them equally. There was no such
shocking and depraved situation as an over-pampered child on the one hand and neglected, sick
and hungry children on the other. In their communal society, where the individual family did not
yet exist, showing who was the biological father - or even mother - was irrelevant and immaterial.
These disturbing discoveries were hard to swallow and met with great resistance. The counter
positions taken by the dissenters can be summed up in two statements: 1) There had never been a
matriarchal constitution of society: savage women were just as degraded as their civilized sisters
today. The most that could be said is that, in the "variety" of cultures, some groups had adopted
the quaint custom of matrilineal relationship and descent, although how or why this oddity had
come about was left unexplained. 2) The nuclear family as we know it today was not a late
development in history as the founding anthropologists and Marxists stated. It has always existed
and it has always been a father-family.
These two propositions, that the matriarchy had never existed and the father-family has always
existed, go hand in hand. They are the main stumbling blocks to further theoretical progress in
anthropology and in getting a true picture of the early history of women. Let us therefore briefly
view some of the evidence on the priority of the matriarchal system of social organization.
The matriarchy
The term "matriarchy was coined after the publication in 1861 of J. J. Bachofen's study, "Das
Mutterrecht", where he called attention to the high position of women in ancient society. Trying
to fathom the reason for it, he came to the conclusion that since free sexual relations had
prevailed and the fathers of the children were unknown, this gave women their leading status in
the period he called "mother-right".

Essentially, this thesis placed [all] the emphasis upon the child-bearing functions of women as the
source of their power. This was a paradox since in our society the main reason assumed to
account for women's inferior status is their procreative functions. How, then, did it come about
that, what we consider to be the most serious handicap of women , their functions as mothers,
gave them so superior a position in primitive society?

This perplexing riddle went unanswered until 1927 when Robert Briffault published his study
"The Mothers". He demonstrated that women had acquired their leading place in primitive society
not simply because they were the procreators of new life, but because, as a result of this particular
function, they became the primordial producers of the necessities of [life]. In other words, at a
certain point in the struggle to survive and to feed and care for their offspring, they took to the
ro[le o]f labor activities, and this new function made them found[ers a]nd leaders of the earliest
form of social life.
Many scholars such as V. Gordon Childe, Sir James Frazer, Otis Tufton Mason, as well as
Briffault, have cited in detail the vast range of productive activities of primitive women and the
crucial part they played in elevating mankind out of the lowly savage economy. To sum it up,
during the period when men were occupied full-time as hunters and warriors, women developed
most of the basic tools, skills, and techniques at the base of social advancement. From food
collecting they moved on to simple horticulture and then to agriculture [ou]t of the great variety
of crafts they practiced, which included [pot]-making, leather-making, textile-making, housebuilding, etc., they developed the rudiments of botany, chemistry, medicine, and other branches
of scientific knowledge. Thus women were not only the first industrial workers and farmers but
also developed their minds and intellects through their varieties of work so that they became the
prime educators, passing on their skills and cultural heritage to new generations of producers.
As Engels pointed out, all societies have rested upon the twin pillars of production and
procreation. Thus it was the women - the producers of both new life and of the material
necessities of life - who became the social leaders and governesses of their communities. And
they were able to accomplish this because they worked together, as a collective community of
producers, and were not dispersed into separate households where each individual woman would
be bogged down with the same tasks for their individual children.
This explains why the earliest society was matriarchal in constitution with the women occupying
the central place in it. Their productive activities were the source of their social power. In this
country the American Indians called their women the "female governesses" of the clans and
[tribe]s and held them in the highest regard. When the earliest settlers came here from the
civilized patriarchal nations in Europe, where women had long since become degraded, they were
astonished that these "savages" would make no important collective decisions without the
agreement and consent of their women.
Here, then, from evidence of the past, we have a refutation of the myth that women have always
been the inferior sex and that their place has always been in the home. For when we put together
Briffault's matriarchal theory with Engels' labor theory of social origins, we find that, far from
being more home-bodies, women were the creators and custodians of the first social organizations
of mankind.
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